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The All New DUST DOCTOR® from Motor
Guard revolutionizes hand sanding by 
providing an instant means of cleaning loaded
abrasive sheets. A quick pass on this unique
tool leaves loaded paper as clean as new. By
dramatically reducing material costs as well
as cutting down on the time spent changing
paper, the cost savings are immediate.

This unique tool utilizes microfiber technology
to pull sanding dust right from the paper. A
magnetic backing allows placement of the 
tool next to the work area for maximum 
productivity while a soft, cushion inner layer
enhances dust collection by ensuring full 
contact with the sanding block.

MOTOR GUARD CORPORATION

Exclusive Features:
• Microfiber Outer Layer Traps Sanding Dust
• Soft Cushion Inner Layer Enhances Dust Collection
• Flexible Magnetic Backing Allows Pad Placement on the Body Panel or a Cart
• Improves Shop Air Quality by Reducing Airborne Dust
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The DUST DOCTOR® provides the added benefit of improving shop air quality and cutting down
on cleanup time.

The Motor Guard DUST DOCTOR® is the latest addition to a full line of refinishing products.  

From Pulling to Painting, Motor Guard Corporation has a product for all of your autobody repair
and refinishing needs. 

SANDING BLOCK CLEANING TOOL  -  MODEL DD-2
INSTANTLY INCREASES SANDING PRODUCTIVITY

PATENT PENDING
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:

WARNING
As with all sanding operations, proper breathing 
and eye protection should be worn at all times.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:

The Dust Doctor® works best on 400 grit and finer abrasives
and has been optimized for finer sanding at the primer 
stage required for today's superior final finishes, particularly
waterborne systems.

During these operations, sanding dust accumulates quickly and
loads the abrasive sheet; lowering productivity and increasing
material expense.

Until now, common methods of cleaning loaded paper have
proven less than effective while contaminating the shop air 
with fine dust. 

For instant, dust free unloading with the Dust Doctor®, follow 
this procedure:

Place the loaded sanding block against the microfiber pad using
a moderately firm, even pressure. Move the block side to side
in a slight wiggling motion while, at the same time, twisting the
block. Quickly pull the block away from the pad while twisting.

Do not drag the paper across the pad; transferring dust is a
simple, one-step process. Once this technique is perfected,
unloading paper is a snap.

CLEANING THE TOOL:

The Dust Doctor® is quickly cleaned with a shop vacuum.  
A short nozzle, dragged across the pad, will remove all residual
sanding dust. If cleaned with water, the pad should be 
thoroughly dried before use.

PLACE BLOCK ON DUST DOCTOR
AND WIGGLE BACK AND FORTH

PULL AWAY WHILE TWISTING

CLEAN DUST DOCTOR
WITH VACUMM


